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ABSTRACT: Filamentary resistive switching (RS) devices are not only
considered as promising building blocks for brain-inspired computing
architectures but also realize an unprecedented operation regime where the
active device volume reaches truly atomic dimensions. Such atomically sized RS
filaments represent the quantum transport regime, where the transmission
eigenvalues of the conductance channels are considered a specific device
fingerprint. Here, we gain insight into the quantum transmission properties of
close-to-atomic-sized RS filaments formed across an insulating Ta2O5 layer
through superconducting subgap spectroscopy. This method reveals the
transmission density function of the open conduction channels contributing
to the device’s conductance. Our analysis confirms the formation of truly
atomic-sized filaments composed of 3−8 Ta atoms at their narrowest cross-section. We find that this diameter remains unchanged
upon RS. Instead, the switching is governed by the redistribution of oxygen vacancies or tantalum cations within the filamentary
volume. The set/reset process results in the reduction/formation of an extended barrier at the bottleneck of the filament, which
enhances/reduces the transmission of the highly open conduction channels. This transmission variability facilitates neuromorphic
electronic applications in nanosized artificial synapses reaching the ultimate atomic scale.
KEYWORDS: random matrix theory, superconducting subgap spectroscopy, resistive switching, memristor, tantalum oxide

■ INTRODUCTION
Resistive switching (RS) memory devices (a.k.a. “memristors”)
are identified as a major hardware platform enabling the
power-efficient implementation of artificial intelligence. Pio-
neering applications employ large memristor crossbar arrays in
artificial neural networks, which implement machine learning
approaches at the hardware level at unprecedented speed and
energy efficiency.1−4 The neuromorphic functionalities of
single memristors arise from the dynamical properties of a
previously unavailable operation regime, where the nanosized
active device volume can reach truly atomic dimensions.5−9

This ultrasmall active region is manifested by close-to-atomic-
sized metallic filaments, which can be formed or ruptured by
appropriate voltage signals. Such “artificial synapses” are
utilized to encode synaptic weights through their analogue-
tunable filamentary conductance.

Beyond the synaptic functionalities of RS devices, the
metallic nature of the filamentary volume yields a completely
different quantum transport regime compared to semiconductor
heterostructures: (i) the large electron density (≈1 electron/
lattice atom) results in orders of magnitude larger Fermi
energies (EF

metal ≈ 3−10 eV10) than in semiconducting systems.
Therefore, quantum transport is realized at room temperature
due to the EF ≫ kBT condition. (ii) Unlike in semiconductor
heterostructures, the metallic Fermi wavelength (λF

metal ≈ 0.3−

0.6 nm) falls in the regime of the lattice constant. Accordingly,
the electrons experience a potential landscape that is rough on
the scale of their wavelength. This results in far more complex
quantum transport properties than universal conductance
quantization in semiconductor quantum point contacts,11

where a smooth, transparent quantum channel is realized.
This complex quantum transport behavior has been widely
investigated in pure metallic atomic-sized nanowires12−14 but
has remained poorly explored in filamentary RS devices.

In this paper, we investigate the quantum transport
properties of nanoscale RS filaments formed across a Ta2O5
thin film due to the voltage-induced redistribution of oxygen
vacancies or tantalum cations.15,16 Ta2O5 is a prominent
representative of transition metal oxides, which are widely
considered a competitive material platform for neuromorphic
hardware architectures.17−23 In order to track the atomistic
changes in the filament structure taking place upon RS, we
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apply superconducting subgap spectroscopy.5,12,14,24−26 This
method enables the analysis of the distribution of the τi
quantum transmission eigenvalues of the conduction channels,
contributing to the conductance of the RS filament. The total
filamentary conductance is obtained via the Landauer
formula27 as G = G0∑i=1

M τi, where G0 = 2e2/h is the quantum
conductance unit, M is the number of open conductance
channels, and τi is the probability of an electron crossing from
one side to the other in the i eigenchannel. We focus on RS
filaments, where M is sufficiently large so that the transmission
eigenvalues can be described by a probability density function

( )Ta O2 5 . We determine ( )Ta O2 5 in the high (HCS) and low
(LCS) conductance states and compare it to that of pure Ta
nanowires, ρTa(τ). Whereas a close-to-atomic-scale metallic
nanowire is responsible for the conduction in both systems, the
formation and environment of this metallic wire are
fundamentally different. The reference Ta nanowires represent
a pure metallic system that is thinned by mechanical elongation
under vacuum conditions. In contrast, the oxide-based RS
filaments are embedded in an insulating, amorphous Ta2O5
matrix. The evolution of the RS junction relies on the voltage-
induced displacement of oxygen vacancies and thereby the
formation/destruction of oxygen-deficient conducting filamen-
tary regions. Consequently, our analysis reveals a fundamen-
tally different conductance channel distribution for the two
systems. In pure Ta nanowires ρTa(τ) resembles the universal
probability density function ρRMT(τ) ∼ τ−1(1 − τ)−1/2 in a
broad diameter range. The latter formula was derived for
mesoscopic diffusive wires by random matrix theory (RMT).28

In this case, point-like scattering centers are considered, which
are, however, bypassed by certain conductance channels,
yielding almost perfect transmission (τi ≈ 1) for a subset of the
channels. In contrast, in RS filaments, the formation of an
extended barrier across the narrowest section of the filament is
revealed upon the reset transition, while the filament diameter
is hardly affected. This barrier is attributed to the accumulation
of oxygen ions. It reduces the transmission of the highly
opened conduction channels, yielding a completely different
transmission distribution than that of pure Ta nanowires. This
observation highlights the role of a voltage-tunable trans-
mission barrier at the device bottleneck, which enables the
gradual tuning of the conductance weights even in atomic-
sized artificial synapses.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Approach. For our comparative analysis,

we established atomic-sized RS filaments in Ta2O5 and pure Ta
atomic wires by a STM (scanning tunneling microscopy) point
contact setup and a mechanically controllable break junction
(MCBJ) setup, respectively (see Figure 1a,c). In order to apply
the method of superconducting subgap spectroscopy, both
systems were cooled to a base temperature of T ≈ 1.3 K, which
is well below the superconducting phase transition of tantalum
(TC = 4.48 K). The current−voltage [I(V)] characteristics of a
statistical ensemble of junctions were recorded in the
superconducting state and fitted by simulated I(V) curves
relying on model transmission distributions. In the following,
we describe our experimental approach. Next, we discuss the
applied model transmission distributions and the fitting
procedure. Finally, we describe and discuss the results of our
analysis.

RS was studied in a STM point-contact setup, which was
shown to be an efficient method in the investigation of
memristive filaments.5,29−46 Prior STM or conductive AFM
studies on electrochemical metallization cells29−31,38,40−46 and
transition metal oxide systems5,32,33,36,37,39,42 applied either
gap-type arrangements,31,35−38 where the filament is grown to
the airgap between the surface and the tip, or a gapless
arrangement,5,29,30,32,33,39−46 where the tip is indented to the
surface. Here, we apply the latter method, which grants proper
mechanical stability for the STM break junction to withstand
similar voltage and current levels5,29,30,32,33,39−46 as conven-
tional nanofabricated devices. In our study, PtIr or Ta tips were
approached and touched to Ta2O5/Ta thin film samples in a
controlled manner. The PtIr tips were applied in routine room
temperature characterization measurements using the same
experimental apparatus as in ref 39. The Ta tips were used in
the low temperature measurements (see ref 5 for the
experimental methods) to have superconducting electrodes at
both sides of the RS filament. STM geometry is ideal for the
application of superconducting spectroscopy as bulk super-
conducting electrodes can be realized and pushed very close to
each other. In this case, the tip-sample geometric asymmetry
ensures stable RS43 despite the electrode materials being the
same. Such STM point-contact samples exhibit similar
characteristics as conventional cross-point samples created
with an electron beam lithography technique (see Supporting
Information, Figure S1). The RS layer was prepared by

Figure 1. Characterization of RS filaments in Ta2O5 and pure Ta
atomic wires. (a) Illustration of a Ta2O5 RS device realized in a STM
point-contact arrangement. (b) Representative room temperature RS
current−voltage characteristics using a conventional PtIr tip. The
hysteretic switching trace opens up as the amplitude of the triangular
driving voltage signal is increased (see the color-scale). Arrow
indicates the direction of the hysteresis. The inset shows the low-bias
conductance of the HCS (blue) and LCS (red) at each voltage
amplitude, demonstrating multilevel programming (average and
standard deviation of 10 consecutive switching cycles are shown for
each voltage). (c) Illustration of pure Ta atomic wires established by
mechanical rupture using the three point bending arrangement in a
MCBJ setup. (d) Representative conductance histogram of pure Ta
nanowires obtained by collecting thousands of conductance vs
electrode separation traces during the repeated opening and closing
of the junction. The cryogenic vacuum at liquid helium temperature
grants extreme cleanliness during the in situ rupture. (e) Exemplary
conductance vs electrode separation trace.
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sputtering ∼30 nm thick stoichiometric Ta2O5 on top of a 30
nm thick Ta layer. The thickness and composition of the
Ta2O5 layer were confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) measurements accompanied by Ar+ ion milling,
which yielded identical results as the data presented in our
previous work using similarly prepared Ta2O5 samples (Figure
1d in ref 39). However, the composition of the active layer
might be different than the 2:5 ratio observed near the top
since the tip is indented to the Ta2O5 layer and switching takes
place close to the Ta2O5/Ta interface, where the results of XPS
are less conclusive due to the smearing effects of ion milling. A
vital part of creating a STM point-contact sample is the
controlled approach of the tip to the surface of the thin layer
sample with a given set point resistance. According to our past
experiences with the STM point-contact technique,5,39−46 this
process leads to electroforming-free RS samples since the tip
can be indented to the surface of the RS material. To avoid the
bending of the tip during the indentation, robust Ta and PtIr
wires with 1 and 0.25 mm diameter were used, ensuring a short
free-standing part and avoiding long and narrow tip apexes by
the proper scissor cutting. During the controlled tip-
approaching process, the sample was biased at ∼20 mV, and
feedback was applied to the tip-sample resistance. The
approach was terminated when an ∼nA current was detected,
resulting in less than ∼20 MΩ resistance. Afterward, the I(V)
characteristics with typical voltage driving amplitudes of Vdrive

0

≈ 1−2 V readily exhibited RS without a dedicated high voltage
electroforming process. In comparison, the pristine resistance
of on-chip Pt/Ta2O5/Ta cross-point samples with an oxide
layer thickness of 3.5 nm (see examples for their RS behavior
in the Supporting Information, Figure S1) was typically much
greater than the ∼20 MΩ value of pristine STM point-
contacts, which suggests that the tip was indented deep into
the oxide layer, resulting in a <3.5 nm thin active region (see
Figure 1a). The similarities of the RS I(V) characteristics to
those measured on Pt/Ta2O5/Ta cross-point samples (see
Supporting Information, Figure S1) also imply that the
thicknesses of the active regions (as well as the switching
mechanisms) are very similar in the two cases.

During I(V) measurements, the set process was terminated
by a series resistor of RS = 300−3600 Ω. Accordingly, the bias
voltage on the sample is calculated as Vbias = Vdrive − IRS. The
details of the switching were fine-tunable by either the gentle
manipulation of the STM tip or the variation of the driving
voltage amplitude. Room temperature RS characteristics at a
fixed tip position and varying driving amplitude are exemplified
in Figure 1b. Positive bias refers to a higher potential acting on
the thin film with respect to the STM tip. The observed I(V)
characteristics are similar to those reported in the literature in
various tantalum oxide-based filamentary systems.20,47 The
filaments formed during RS are composed of metal cations or
oxygen vacancies. There are several microscopic processes that
can cause filamentary RS behavior in valence change
memories. Besides the migration and valence change of
oxygen vacancies,48 the movement of metal cations can also
account for RS, according to first-principle simulations49−51

and experiments.36 The inset of Figure 1b shows the low-bias
conductance values in the LCS and HCS of the hysteretic I(V)
characteristics demonstrating fine analogue tunability in the
4G0−7G0 range. Recently, thousands of stable conductance
levels were demonstrated in metal oxide-based memristors in
the range of 0.5G0−50G0,

52 which is a standard operation
regime for redox-based filamentary RS devices.53−59 Our

measurements on several RS junctions focused on this typical
conductance regime for filamentary devices, ≈1G0−15G0,
where the quantum transport properties can be compared
with those of atomic-sized pure tantalum nanowires. Measure-
ments utilizing Ta STM tips exhibited similar characteristics
both at room temperature (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information) and at cryogenic temperatures (the latter is
demonstrated later in the section describing the Results of the
Subgap Spectroscopy Measurements). Note that the above
conductance regime is also ideal for RS synapses in artificial
neural networks, where high-accuracy hardware-based vector-
matrix multiplication operations require linear I(V) character-
istics below the RS threshold voltage.1,2,54

As a reference system, we have established pure Ta atomic-
sized wires in a MCBJ arrangement. In this setup, a notched Ta
wire with a 0.1 mm diameter is broken in a three point bending
configuration (see Figure 1c) using the combination of a
coarse stepper motor actuation and a fine piezo control. To
characterize such established Ta nanowires, thousands of
conductance vs electrode separation traces (see an example
trace in Figure 1e) are recorded along the repeated opening
and closing of the junction. The conductance data of these
traces are used to construct a conductance histogram (Figure
1d). Note that both the voltage controlled RS filaments (see
Figure 1b and a further example covering the ≈1G0−3G0
regime in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information) and the
mechanically actuated pure Ta nanowires exhibit a fine
analogue tunability of the conductance in the entire
investigated conductance range, lacking any conductance
quantization features.

The I(V) characteristics of the superconductor (S)−
nanoconstriction (c)−superconductor (S) junctions were
acquired according to the same protocol as in our previous
work on the subgap analysis of niobium-oxide RS filaments.5

The latter work focused on the investigation of RS filaments
with a truly single-atom cross-section dominated by a single
conductance channel. That study provides a proof-of-principle
methodology for investigating single-atom junctions in the
vicinity of G0 conductance. Here, we investigate somewhat
broader RS filaments with significantly more open conductance
channels, where the in-depth analysis of the probability density
of transmission eigenvalues, ρ(τ), and the comparison to
model transmission densities provide new information on
quantum transport phenomena in broader RS filaments up to
several atoms. We exploit the fact that in a ScS junction, the
current contributions of multiple Andreev reflection processes
strongly depend on the corresponding transmission eigenval-
ues. Consequently, the superconducting I(V) characteristics
provide a sensitive diagnostic tool to investigate ρ(τ) (see the
computed ScS I(V) curves in Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information).
Model Analysis of the Transmission Distributions.

Our modeling approach for the fitting of the superconducting
I(V) characteristics is illustrated in Figure 2. As a reference, we
rely on the ρRMT(τ) ∼ τ−1(1 − τ)−1/2 universal probability
density function of the transmission eigenvalues (see the
brown curve in Figure 2b). This density function was derived
for phase-coherent mesoscopic diffusive wires with a large
number of open conductance channels (M ≫ 1). The
corresponding model system is illustrated in the second
panel of Figure 2a (brown frame), where the gray background
symbolizes the diffusive nature of the transport. The RMT
density function is bimodal: ρRMT(τ) is peaked at both the low-
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transmission (τ ≪ 1) and high-transmission (τ ≈ 1) ends,
while the intermediate region also exhibits a finite weight. The
presence of completely open conductance channels, which was
indeed confirmed by shot noise measurements,60 seems
counterintuitive due to the diffusive nature of the transport,
that is, the short mean free path compared to the system size.
However, it can be shown that point-like defects can be
bypassed by certain conductance channels, yielding almost
perfect channel transmission.28 It was recognized that this
universal density function also well approximates the trans-

mission distribution in Pb atomic-sized wires,61 where the
disordered nature is attributed to the interplay of nonperfect
crystalline ordering, nonperfect transmission, especially
through the highly oriented p orbitals, and surface scattering.
We anticipate similar behavior in transition metals, like the
investigated pure Ta nanowires, where the electron trans-
mission through two neighboring atoms is shared among ≈5
conductance channels, as illustrated by the 5 colored lines
between two neighboring atoms in Figure 2d. This expectation
relies on the tight-binding model of a single-atom nano-
wire13,62 identifying the number of channels with the number
of valence orbitals at the central atom (i.e., 1 s-type and 5 d-
type channels in a transition metal) and predicting the closing
of one channel due to symmetry reasons. This specific behavior
was experimentally verified in Nb and Ta junctions, which have
very similar electron structures and conduction properties.14,26

Note that the above considerations imply ≈10−15 non-
vanishing conductance channels for a filament with only 2−3
atoms in its narrowest cross-section. Such a large channel
number justifies the applicability of a transmission density
function.

Our goal is to experimentally verify the universal trans-
mission density function in pure Ta atomic wires and to
identify and understand possible deviations from this in oxide-
based RS filaments. The presence of oxygen near a metallic
atomic wire can have profound effects on its transport
properties in various ways. Oxygen ions may form an extended
barrier or individual point-like defects, affecting quantum
transport properties. They can also block transport in the d
orbitals, enhancing the dominance of the s channel, resembling
the phenomenon experimentally demonstrated in nickel
atomic wires in the presence of oxygen.63 The latter would
yield a more transmissive situation compared to ρRMT(τ),
whereas the formation of an extended barrier would yield a less
transmissive situation. Since the (re)distribution of oxygen
impurities and/or metal cations (see Figure 2e) plays
important roles both in the transport properties and in the
RS process, a quantitative comparison of RS filaments and pure
Ta atomic wires will enable one to draw conclusions about the
atomic-scale evolution of the filament upon RS. To this end,
we consider possible model transmission density functions
with both more transmissive and less transmissive characteristics
(see Figure 2a,b). In the former case, the most extreme
situation is illustrated: a fully ballistic junction (left panel in
Figure 2a, where the white background symbolizes the ballistic
nature). This scenario corresponds to the case of universal
conductance quantization, where all open conductance
channels exhibit perfect transmission, as demonstrated by the
black density function with Dirac-delta peaks at τ = 0 and 1 in
Figure 2b. The situation where the overall transmission is
lowered compared to the RMT case can be considered
according to the model of Nazarov64 where an extended
barrier is formed at the bottleneck of the filament. This results
in an enhanced backscattering in all the channels, yielding a
suppression of the peak at τ ≈ 1 in the ρRMT(τ) transmission
distribution. This model relies on the series connection of a
diffusive wire with RW resistance and an extended barrier with
RB resistance. The correspondingly derived transmission
density function depends on the α = RW/RB parameter, as
demonstrated by the gray curves (including the example curves
highlighted in red and blue) in Figure 2b. The corresponding
model systems are illustrated in the right two panels of Figure
2a, where the orange region symbolizes the extended barrier.

Figure 2. Model approach for the analysis of the quantum
conductance channel distributions. Panel (a) illustrates possible
model geometries: (i) a ballistic quantum wire (black frame), (ii) a
diffusive wire without any extended barrier (brown frame), and (iii) a
diffusive wire with a weaker/stronger extended barrier at the
bottleneck (blue/red frame). The corresponding model transmission
density functions are illustrated in panel (b): the black Dirac delta
peaks illustrate the case of quantized conductance channels in a
ballistic quantum wire. The brown curve shows the ρRMT(τ) density
function for a diffusive wire. The gray curves, including the blue/red
example curves, represent the density functions in the case of an
extended barrier with variable strength, as labeled by the α
parameters. Panel (c) shows the calculated ScS I(V) curves at G =
10G0 for ρRMT(τ) (brown), for a filament with a weaker/stronger-
extended barrier (blue/red curves corresponding to the blue/red
density functions highlighted in panel (b)), and for a highly
transparent junction with perfectly open conductance channels
(black). In the latter case, an ideally infinite zero bias slope is
expected. Apparent finite slope is a result of the finite energy
resolution included in our model. Panels (d,e), respectively, illustrate
a pure Ta atomic wire and an oxide-based RS filament. In (d), the five
colored lines connecting two neighboring atoms illustrate the typical
transport through 5 nonvanishing interatomic conductance channels
in a d-valent metal. The transmission eigenvalues of such 5
interatomic channels strongly scatter between zero and unity
transmission, giving rise to a diffusive-like transport. In the oxide-
based RS filaments (e), the relocation of oxygen atoms plays a key
role in the switching process, also influencing the transport properties.
The eventual formation of an extended barrier (as illustrated by the
orange region) is attributed to the voltage-controlled accumulation of
oxygen. Note that panels (d,e) are artistic illustrations, where the
hourglass shape emphasizes a key aspect of atomic-sized wires: the
behavior of such wires is always dominated by the region, where the
wire cross-section is the narrowest12 as the major part of the voltage
drops in this region, and the current density as well as the self-heating
are also the largest in this region.
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Note that the α → ∞ limit recovers the universal ρRMT(τ)
transmission density function.

In order to experimentally determine the relevance of the
scenarios described above in our devices, we compare the
measured I(V) traces to the simulated model I(V) traces
corresponding to a given transmission density function as
follows. By choosing a certain model transmission density
function ρ(τ) normalized to unity (∫ ρ(τ)dτ = 1), the average
transmission probability of the open channels is determined as

= ( )d . Relying on this average transmission, the
number of open channels at a certain G conductance is
estimated as =M G Ground(( / )/ )G, 0 . The transmission
eigenvalues of an atomic filament/wire with G conductance are
simulated by generating Mρ,G random numbers according to
the chosen ρ(τ) probability density function. Having these
random transmission eigenvalues at hand, the I(V) curve of the
hypothetical ScS junction characterized by the particular τi
values is simulated according to the multiple Andreev
reflection theory.61,65,66 For the sake of a meaningful
comparison to experimental I(V) data, ensemble averaging is
performed by repeating the above approach for a large number
of independent sets of random transmission eigenvalues.
Thereby, an average ScS I(V) characteristic can be modeled.

Additionally, our analysis also takes into account the finite
energy resolution of the measurements arising from the
proximity effect5 by smoothing the modeled I(V) curves
with a Gaussian kernel according to the actual energy
resolution (see further details in Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information). Furthermore, our numerical analysis applies a
bottom cutoff at τ = 0.03, that is, channels with smaller
transmission are not considered open. With this physically
reasonable choice ρRMT(τ) yields =0.39, which reproduces
the expected M = 5 open channels for a single-atom junction
corresponding to the conductance histogram peak in Figure
1d. The value of and M obviously depends on the choice of
the cutoff, but the results of the subgap analysis are insensitive
to the precise cutoff value (see Figure S4 of the Supporting
Information).

Figure 2c shows such simulated I(V) characteristics for
hypothetical ScS junctions with G = 10G0 conductance and
various transmission density functions. The brown curve
illustrates the case of the universal ρRMT(τ) density function
corresponding to the brown curve in Figure 2b. The blue and
red curves correspond to junctions including extended barriers
with α = 0.62 and α = 0.12, respectively (see the blue and red
ρ(τ) curves in Figure 2b). As a reference, the black curve
corresponds to a junction satisfying universal conductance
quantization, where all of the open conductance channels have
τi = 1 transmission. The ScS I(V) trace shows markedly
different behavior for the above fundamentally different
transmission densities. By normalizing the I(V) curves with
the Δ superconducting gap and the GN normal state
conductance (see the axes in Figure 2c), a unity slope line is
obtained in the normal state for any filament type. Super-
conductivity, however, enhances the contribution of open
channels (τi ≈ 1) and suppresses the contribution of weakly
transmitting channels (τi ≪ 1). Accordingly, a junction with
highly/poorly transmitting channels (black/red) exhibits a
considerably larger/smaller slope than unity around zero bias
(eV ≪ 2Δ). As another dominant difference, the highly
transmitting junction also exhibits a considerable excess
current; that is, the high-bias linear section of the I(V) curve

extrapolates to a significant positive current at zero bias.67 The
universal ρRMT(τ) density yields an I(V) curve between these
two extremities, with a moderately larger than unity slope at
zero bias and a moderate excess current at high bias.
Results of the Subgap Spectroscopy Measurements.

Figure 3 displays the subgap analysis of the transmission

density functions based on the ScS I(V) curves measured on
RS filaments (Figure 3c) and pure Ta atomic wires (Figure
3d). As a reference, first the data of the latter system is
analyzed. The dotted line shows the measured ScS I(V) curve,
which very much resembles the simulated I(V) curve according
to the universal ρRMT(τ) density function (brown dashed line).
A slightly better agreement is obtained according to Nazarov’s
theory,64 using the best fitting α = 1.6 parameter (green dashed
line). The corresponding transmission density function (green
line in Figure 3b) is indeed positioned very close to the
ρRMT(τ) universal density function (brown curve in Figure 3b).
This analysis supports our preconception that Ta atomic wires
are well described by the universal transmission density
function. For this particular junction, the G = 8.33G0
conductance and the universal transmission density function
yield M ≈ 21 open channels, indicating a junction with ≈4
atoms at the narrowest cross-section according to the 5
channels/atom estimate.

Figure 3a exemplifies a cryogenic temperature (T ≈ 1.3 K)
RS curve, where the HCS and LCS are shown in blue and red
colors, respectively. RS occurs on the voltage-scale of 1 V,

Figure 3. Subgap analysis of the conductance channels in a
representative RS filament and a pure Ta atomic wire. (a) Typical
RS curve of Ta(tip)/Ta2O5/Ta STM junctions at a cryogenic
temperature. Arrow indicates the direction of the hysteresis. (b) The
red, blue, and green lines demonstrate the best-fitting transmission
densities for the LCS and HCS of the RS filament in panel (c) and for
the pure Ta atomic wire in panel (d), respectively. As a reference, the
light brown curve shows ρRMT(τ). (c) ScS I(V) curves for their HCS
(top dotted line, G = 4.03G0) and the LCS (bottom-dotted line, G =
2.02G0) of the RS I(V) curve in panel (a). The blue and red curves
represent the best-fitting model I(V) curves, whereas the light brown
curve shows the model I(V) curve for ρRMT(τ) as a reference. For all
the colored curves, the light-colored background region represents the
standard deviation of the I(V) curves for the same density function
but various random transmission sets. (d) Measured ScS I(V) curve
(dotted line, G = 8.33G0) and the best-fitting model I(V) curve
(green dashed line) for the reference pure Ta atomic wire. Measured
I(V) curve very much resembles the model I(V) curve for ρRMT(τ)
(light brown dashed line).
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whereas the superconducting features are detected on a much
smaller voltage scale, V ≈ 2Δ/e ≈ 1.33 mV.68 The top and
bottom dotted lines in Figure 3c show the measured ScS I(V)
curves in the latter voltage range for the HCS and the LCS,
respectively. The blue and red lines represent the best-fitting
model I(V) curves according to Nazarov’s theory, using α =
0.51 (HCS, blue curve) and α = 0.12 (LCS, red curve). The
corresponding transmission density functions are shown in
Figure 3b by blue and red lines, respectively. These density
functions, especially the red curve for the LCS, significantly
differ from the light brown universal density function, ρRMT(τ).
This significant difference is also demonstrated at the level of
the ScS I(V) curves in Figure 3c. The brown curve shows the
reference average I(V) curve corresponding to ρRMT(τ), such
that the light brown region marks the standard deviation of the
I(V) curve for different random number transmission sets.
Similarly, the light blue and light red regions for the blue and
red model I(V) curves demonstrate the standard deviation of
these I(V) curves for different random number sets, though for
the red curve, this standard deviation is so small that it is not
visible on the curve. It is clear that the deviation of the HCS
and LCS I(V) traces from the reference brown curve calculated
with ρRMT(τ) is significantly larger than the standard deviation
of the model I(V) curves.

Figure 4a displays the results of the statistical analysis
performed for a larger amount of oxide-based RS filaments

(blue circles for the HCS and red circles for the LCS) as well
as for several pure Ta atomic wires (green triangles) covering
the conductance range of ≈1−13G0. The α parameter of the
model density functions is extracted by fitting the ScS I(V)
curves, likewise in Figure 3. The black curve represents a
quantitative boundary as a function of conductance. Below this
boundary, the standard deviation of the best-fitting model I(V)
curve does not overlap with the standard deviation of the

model I(V) curve corresponding to ρRMT(τ). That is, below
this boundary line, the density function best describing the
measured ScS I(V) curve significantly differs from ρRMT(τ).
Figure 4 shows that all the measurements on pure Ta atomic
wires/oxide-based RS filaments show a nonsignificant/
significant difference compared to the ρRMT(τ) density
function. Furthermore, it is also clear that in the LCS of the
RS filaments (red circles), the deviation from ρRMT(τ) is even
more pronounced than in the HCS (blue circles).

■ DISCUSSION
Finally, we discuss the results of our superconducting subgap
analysis. First, we have confirmed our preconception that the
quantum transport in pure Ta atomic-sized nanowires is well
described by ρRMT(τ). Moreover, this universal transmission
density is valid over the entire investigated conductance range
(see Figure 4). As the Ta wire is elongated, the number of
open channels decreases, but the characteristic distribution of
the transmission eigenvalues and, thereby, the 0.39 average
transmission is left similar. The ρRMT(τ) density function
represents a broad variation of the transmission eigenvalues
with some highly open channels. We attribute the latter to the
transmission through s-type orbitals, whereas the d-type
orbitals rather contribute to the broad variation of τi. Despite
the few open channels, ρRMT(τ) does not yield any sign of
conductance quantization features, as demonstrated by the
simulated conductance histogram in Figure S4 of the
Supporting Information. This is in sharp contrast to noble
metals and alkali metals, where a significantly more trans-
missive transmission density function69 is realized due to the
dominance of the highly delocalized s-electrons and, thus,
conductance quantization is observed.13,14

In filamentary RS devices, the formation of atomic-sized
metallic filaments is anticipated, where quantum transport
properties might resemble those of pure metallic nanowires.
Our analysis, however, highlights significant differences. The
superconducting excess current67 and the leading subgap
contribution to the ScS I(V) curve are quadratically suppressed
for τ ≪ 1, that is, these superconducting features are extremely
sensitive to the presence of transparent channels, even if they
represent a minority in the entire distribution. This enables the
precise identification of the weak barrier described by α, from
which the average transmission values and the corresponding
number of open channels can be determined. For the
representative switching curve in Figure 3a,c, this analysis
yields =0.25 and M = 16 in the HCS and =0.12 and M =
17 in the LCS. These results evidence a markedly different
scenario compared to pure Ta nanowires: in the RS filament,
the reset transition leaves the number of open channels nearly
unchanged. Instead, the resistance change occurs due to a
significant decrease in the average transmission. Such a process
is consistent with the atomistic picture of the RS mechanism,
where the electric field-driven redistribution of oxygen ions or
tantalum cations at the filament bottleneck (see the schematic
illustration in Figure 2e) results in a stronger/weaker transport
barrier in the LCS/HCS, whereas the overall diameter of the
filament stays similar. The unchanged filament diameter and
modulated oxygen vacancy concentration upon the reset
transition are also in qualitative agreement with continuum
model simulations performed in the limit of nanometer-scale
RS filaments in TaOx-based memristors.16 Our analysis yields
an estimate on the filament size, assuming that the 5 channels

Figure 4. Analysis of the barrier strength for a statistical ensemble of
pure Ta nanowires and RS filaments. (a) α Values extracted from the
ScS I(V) curve fitting are presented for multiple pure Ta atomic wires
(green triangles) as well as the HCS (blue dots) and LCS (red dots)
states of various RS filaments. The black line demonstrates the border
above/below which the deviation from the ρRMT(τ) universal
transmission density function is insignificant/significant. Panels
(b,c), respectively, demonstrate the average transmission ratio and
the channel number ratio as a function of the conductance ratio for all
the RS transitions in panel (a). The orange/black dotted line
illustrates the cases where solely the transmission/channel number
changes during reset.
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between two neighboring Ta atoms are a reasonable
assumption for the oxide-based RS filaments as well. According
to this assumption, the HCS and LCS in Figure 3a,c
correspond to a RS filament with ≈3 Ta atoms in the
narrowest cross-section, with smaller/larger oxygen content in
the HCS/LCS bottleneck.

To perform similar analysis on various RS junctions, we plot
the /HCS LCS (Figure 4b) and the MHCS/MLCS (Figure 4c)
ratios as a function of the GHCS/GLCS conductance ratio for the
RS data of Figure 4a. The orange/black dotted lines illustrate
the cases where solely the transmission/channel number
changes along the RS. It is clear that the former process is
dominant in the data; that is, the reset transition leaves the
junction size similar, and rather the transmission decreases
significantly due to the formation of an oxygen-based barrier at
the bottleneck. Relying on the extracted M values, the
conductance regime displayed in Figure 4a can be attributed
to RS filaments composed of 3−8 Ta atoms in their narrowest
cross-section.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we utilized superconducting subgap spectros-
copy to reveal the microscopic structure of atomic-sized oxide-
based RS filaments in their HCS and LCS. We experimentally
determined the transmission density function of the open
conduction channels supported by the filamentary region. Our
results were analyzed in comparison to the reference system of
pure Ta atomic wires. In the latter case, the conductance
histogram lacks any conductance quantization features due to
the presence of partially transmitting d channels. Instead, the
transmission density function exhibits a broad distribution,
which is well described by the universal ρRMT(τ) density
function. The presence of some highly transparent channels is
characteristic to this universal transmission distribution, which
is sensitively detected by superconducting subgap spectrosco-
py. In sharp contrast, the highly transparent conduction
channels in RS filaments are blocked upon the reset transition.
This implies that during reset an extended potential barrier
arises at the narrowest cross-section of the filament due to the
voltage-induced redistribution of oxygen vacancies or tantalum
cations. Meanwhile, the filament diameter is preserved at an
estimated configuration involving a few Ta atoms. This finding
demonstrates that the reset process is fundamentally different
from the atom-by-atom thinning of metallic nanowires,
resulting in markedly different quantum transport properties.
We argue that the presence of oxygen and the formation of a
voltage-tunable transmission barrier at the RS device bottle-
neck also promote a more gradual crossover between the
regimes of highly transmissive filaments and barrier-like
transport through disconnected filaments. This contrasts with
the case of pure metallic wires, where a sharp transition occurs
at the disconnection of the final atom. The former gradual
transition in the investigated RS filaments is a beneficial
property in artificial neural network applications, where fine-
tunable conductance states are required even at the ultimate
atomic dimensions.52

Furthermore, our analysis demonstrates the merits of
quantum transport measurements in the microscopic under-
standing of atomistic processes in filamentous RS devices. This
analysis can be extended to the study of atomistic processes in
further RS media in the future, even in on-chip devices. These
devices must be in contact with two superconducting

electrodes for subgap analysis. This technique, however, is
restricted for memristive devices with an ultrasmall (≲ 10 nm)
thickness of the active volume between the contacting
superconducting electrodes5 since the thickness of the
intrinsically non-superconducting region should not exceed
the superconducting coherence length of the electrodes to
study the differences in the subgap spectra of various RS states.
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